An under-forecast snowstorm associated with a small but deep tropopause depression
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Abstract

Heavy snowfall across central-southern England on 1 February 2019 was associated with a quasi-stationary mesoscale depression of the tropopause which was evident in individual and combined water vapour (WV) and infra-red (IR) satellite imagery. Network radar imagery revealed the event as a slow moving area of precipitation beneath the tropopause depression, with embedded bands composed of heavier areas of precipitation. Precipitation amounts were under-forecast by the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast) global model. The quality of the precipitation forecasts was better in those forecasts where the depth and columnar nature of the dynamical tropopause depression were well represented. A higher resolution mesoscale model hindcast has been used to reveal the presence of elevated convective precipitation generating cells associated with a layer of very weak CAPE above a frontal zone. The convection occurred directly beneath the tropopause depression which is thought to have played a role in generating it. The fact that the quality of the forecasts improved at very short lead times when the tropopause depression was represented better suggests that the scope for improvements in the model may depend on its capability to represent the small scale structure of the tropopause depression and its interaction with the underlying troposphere.
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Introduction

Despite advances in numerical weather prediction (NWP), accurate forecasting of localised heavy snowfall remains a challenge for operational meteorologists and the global and mesoscale models they employ. Frick and Wernli (2012) identified various issues with the forecasting of a high-impact snowfall event in north-west Germany, including model depiction of the critical moisture profile in the lower atmosphere and errors in the forecast snowfall amount and timing dependent on forecast lead time. Their analysis of European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) global model forecasts and a higher resolution mesoscale model ‘hindcast’ attributed reasons for the misforecasts to errors on various scales including the representation of an upper-level trough as well as misplacement of a surface low-pressure system. More recently, Gascon et al (2015) reported on a disruptive and under-forecast snowfall event which occurred in central Spain. They suggested that a key role was played by a deeply penetrating tropopause fold, evident in satellite imagery as a dry intrusion (Browning, 1997).

In this article we examine another heavy snowfall event that was challenging to forecast. Snowfall amounts were greatly under-forecast and the location of the event was identified only in forecasts with lead times of 12 hours or less. The snowfall event occurred over central-southern England on 1 February 2019. On that day observers in Wiltshire, Hampshire, north-east Somerset and other parts of central-southern England awoke to steady snowfall which continued through the morning and into afternoon. Although the highest official total recorded was 19 cm, there were widespread unofficial reports of at least 20 cm, including photographic evidence of a level ~27 cm at a location in Bath (Figure 1). Such amounts were sufficient to cause substantial disruption to travellers, transport infrastructure and public services, including power outages to thousands of homes.

This event was part of a series of incidents over a two-day period in southern England which included the stranding of motorists in south-west England due to heavy snowfall on the late afternoon of 31 January and again on the evening of 1 February in north Kent. The Met Office issued one severe weather warning for 31 January focused on SW England and at least four for central-southern England on 1 February- see NSWWS (2019). All these events appear to have been related to the passage of an upper-air disturbance, or disturbances, associated with a low-pressure system that moved southeastwards near to SW England.
In the present article we focus on just the snowfall event in central-southern England during the morning of 1 February by describing the relationship between this major snowfall observed by radar and the upper-air structure as revealed by satellite imagery and two NWP models. We also examine the change in the quality of model predictions with decreasing forecast lead time and suggest possible reasons for shortcomings in model performance.

**Radar and satellite observations showing the association of the area of heavy snow with a mesoscale upper-level vortex and dry intrusion**

At 06 UTC on 1 February, a complex area of low pressure extended from Biscay to NW France with multiple surface and upper-level fronts over the Channel and southern England (Figure 2). Surface winds were generally light to moderate north-easterly over England. The Met Office network radar image valid at 12 UTC 1 February (Figure 3) shows a compact area of precipitation over central-southern England, most of which was falling as snow away from the coast. Embedded bands of enhanced snowfall can be seen. Animation of the imagery shows the area of heaviest snowfall to have been quasi-stationary during the morning of 1 February.

Figure 4 shows a 12-hour sequence of IR (infra-red) images from the MSG4 (Meteosat Second Generation) geostationary satellite leading up to the time of Figure 3. Figure 4(d) shows that the snow event occurred at the centre of a mesoscale cyclonic circulation. This circulation is revealed by the development of the curl of upper-level cloud seen in Figure 4(d). The mesoscale circulation, the centre of which is marked by a ‘X’ in the sequence of images, progressively distorted the original band of frontal cloud over the previous 12 hours, as seen in Figures 4(a-d), until the curl of high cloud almost enclosed the radar-detected area of snowfall. The area of snow at 12 UTC was not directly under the highest (brightest) cloud; rather the high cloud was circulating around it. This is best seen in Figures 4(c) and (d) where the snow is associated with the small area of less bright (lower) cloud beneath the ‘X’s.

Figure 5 is an enhanced MSG ‘airmass’ image for 1015 UTC on 1 February (for animated imagery see Eumetsat, 2019). An ‘airmass’ image is a blend of IR and WV (water vapour) images. The lighter shades in this kind of image represent clouds as seen in the IR and the red-tinted areas show drier upper-tropospheric air, seen as dark zones in grey-scale WV imagery (for an introduction to airmass imagery see Eumetrain, 2019). The blending of the RGB (Red-Green-Blue channels) images in Figure 5 reveals the curl of upper-level cloud as the brightest, almost white, area (labeled C). This area is
seen to curl around the less bright area of lower cloud (labeled X) that was associated
with the snow over central-southern England; the snow cloud labelled X is tinged with
red/orange due to the contribution from the WV channels because it was overlain by a
dry intrusion.

We show later (in the section presenting the NWP data) that the snowfall event occurred
where this dry intrusion overran a low-level frontal zone over central-southern England.
The origin of the dry intrusion is revealed in the sequence of single-channel (6.2 micron)
WV images in Figure 6. These images have been colour enhanced so as to discriminate
between moist, and/or cloudy air with low brightness temperature (yellow-green) and
drier air in cloud-free regions of the mid-troposphere with high brightness temperature
(dark blue). A number of dry intrusions (DIs) are evident and these are labelled ‘1’, ‘2’
and ‘3’. They were associated with streams of dry air which moved eastwards in the
synoptic scale flow. These streams were probably folded structures consisting partly of
lower-stratospheric air intruding into the upper-mid troposphere.

The dry intrusion DI 2 was part of DI 1 which was left behind in a zone of stretching
deformation as the rest of DI 1 advanced eastwards. DI 2 was still part of DI 1 at
2100/31 January (Figure 6(a)), but already at 2230 (Figure 6(b)) it can be seen
becoming cut off. By the early hours of 1 February (Figure 6 (c and d)), DI 2 had been
left behind near the south coast of England. Thereafter, for a time, DI 2 remained almost
stationary over central-southern England (Figures 6 (e and f)), during which time its
brightness temperature decreased (transition from dark blue to light blue) owing to the
presence of the low/middle-level cloud that was producing the snow beneath the dry air
of DI 2.

Dry intrusion DI 2 was seen to contain small ‘hot spots’ in brightness temperature in the
WV imagery, corresponding to spots (small areas) where the dry air was penetrating
slightly lower. These hot spots orbited within DI 2, at the centre of the area of cyclonic
rotation that we inferred from IR imagery, and above the radar-detected area of
snowfall. Figure 7 shows tracings between 06 and 14 UTC of two of these hot spots and
it shows the pronounced rotation of the air at the top of the snow clouds.
Global model results showing a small tropopause depression associated with the area of snow

We shall now examine results from the ECMWF global model validating at 12 UTC/1 February. First, in Figure 8, we look at results from the model run initialized at 12 UTC. Then, in Figure 9, we shall look at results from runs initialized at three earlier times.

Figure 8(a) depicts the model analysis of the height of the dynamical tropopause at 12 UTC. The dynamical tropopause is defined in terms of potential vorticity (PV) and is often used as a proxy for the actual tropopause. According to Kunz et al (2011), there is some variation in the value of PV that best defines the tropopause but we take 2PV units as a good indicator. Kunz et al suggest that this is generally an appropriate value for the Northern Hemisphere winter. Figure 8(a) shows a small but deep depression of the tropopause over central-southern England. It is co-located with the area where the satellite imagery revealed the stationary vortex/rotating dry intrusion.

Figure 8(b) shows the forecast pattern of equivalent rainfall accumulation between 12 and 18 UTC, from which it is clear that the tropopause depression was associated with the major part of the heavy snowfall. This is consistent with there being a region of rising motion beneath a cyclonic upper-level PV anomaly, as described by Hoskins et al (1985). At first sight, this is encouraging evidence that the model was capable of resolving mesoscale processes leading to the snowfall event. However, although comparisons for spot locations are difficult, the global model appears to produce far less than the observed snow depth of 27cm (roughly equivalent to 27mm of rain) at Bath for example.

The results from three earlier runs of the ECMWF global model are presented in Figure 9. The left column depicts the height of the PV2 surface, valid at 12 UTC/1 Feb, initialised at lead times of (a) 36, (c) 24 and (e) 12 hours. The corresponding forecasts of accumulated precipitation at 18 UTC are depicted in the right column (b, d and f). These forecasts appear to underestimate the maximum snow amount by at least 50%; also, the degree of underestimation, and the positional error, increased with increasing lead time. Comparing the two columns, it is apparent that the errors in the position and intensity of the snowfall were associated with errors in the forecast position and depth of the mesoscale tropopause depression which also tended to increase with increasing lead time. Clearly, with the present generation of model, it is challenging to represent these rather small scale features except at very short lead times.
A further complication is that, as shown later, there was a low-level baroclinic zone
beneath the tropopause depression. It appears that the mesoscale upper-level cyclonic
PV anomaly began to interact with this baroclinic zone to generate cyclonic PV at low
levels (Hoskins et al., 1985). This probably accounts for the very low altitude of the PV2
surface (839hPa) as labeled in Figure 8(a).

Mesoscale model results showing the convective nature of the area of snow

The current version of the ECMWF global model has an equivalent grid spacing of
around 9 km and 137 levels in the vertical. The horizontal grid spacing is such that it is
not able to represent adequately the fine-scale structure of the area of snow. Therefore
we have used a version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model,
nested down to a grid spacing of 3km and incorporating a full and sophisticated set of
parametrisations of moist processes. Owing to limitations in the availability of
operational ECMWF data for this case, the simulations were initialised with forecasts
from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System
(GFS).

Figure 10 shows plan views of the reflectivity field at (a) 700 hPa and (b) 950 hPa,
respectively derived from the model cloud microphysics scheme. The area of snow in
Figure 10 (b) corresponds quite well with the observed area in Figure 3, although it
extends farther towards the north-east. Some tendency for the heavier snow to be in
bands orientated south-west to north-east is evident in both cases. There is also some
smaller scale cellularity, especially at higher levels (Figure 10(a)). The bands are most
evident at the upper level where one of them is highlighted by the dashed line AA' in
Figure 10(a). The same line, AA', is reproduced again in Figure 10(b) but here the
precipitation band is displaced from it owing to the sloping nature of the streams of
falling precipitation.

Two cross-sections are shown in Figures 11(a) and (b). One of them (AA') is parallel to
the snow bands and the other (BB') is orthogonal to them. Within the overall area of
precipitation, both of these sections show two major streams of precipitation descending
from near the 700-hPa level (3 km), as highlighted schematically by the dashed lines.
The slope of these streams of precipitation is due to the precipitation particles
generated aloft descending through layers in which the wind velocity differs from that at
the level of initial generation. The wind shear responsible for this was occurring across
the baroclinic (frontal) zone associated with the layer of closely spaced isopleths of
potential temperature (thin contours). The precipitation was descending along 3-D
trajectories and did not remain within either of these two cross sections. To a first approximation, one can visualize the heaviest precipitation being generated aloft as the yellow reflectivity in Figure 11(a) and then descending to lower levels as the yellow areas of reflectivity in Figure 11(b).

Banding of precipitation patterns is often attributed to the presence of conditional symmetric instability (CSI). Diagnosis of CSI is not straightforward (Schultz and Schumacher, 1999) and it requires the detection of the negative moist, saturated form of potential vorticity, $\text{MPV}^*$, whilst excluding the presence of conditional instability. When conditional instability exists, potential energy can be converted into kinetic energy by upright convection rather than by means of the slantwise convection that characterises CSI. Weakly negative $\text{MPV}^*$ was found to be present in this case, mainly in a shallow layer close to the 700-hPa level (not shown). However, it coexisted with a layer of very weak convective instability (CAPE>0), outlined in Figures 11(a and b) by the bold black contours. Thus our expectation of a role for CSI cannot be supported. Instead, a key factor influencing the fine-scale structure of the precipitation was the presence of shallow convective cells at the top of the precipitation. These would have been manifested in the pattern of precipitation by so-called generating cells (eg. Wexler and Atlas, 1959), corresponding to the upright portions at the top of the precipitation streamers highlighted by the dashed axes in Figure 11. Actual precipitation generating cells are likely to have had small horizontal dimensions of order 1 km and to have occurred in clusters. The model will have resolved the clusters rather than the individual cells.

A clear depiction of the clusters of precipitation generating cells and streamers is provided by the three-dimensional view of the model-derived pattern of reflectivity in Figure 12. This shows that the region of reflectivity in excess of 23 dBZ was composed of a collection of upright generating cell clusters, each feeding a sloping streamer of precipitation. Most of the precipitation growth took place aloft, in the region of the generating cells. The growth of precipitation aloft is consistent with the colour shading in Figure 12 which shows that the strongest upward air motion (red = 30 cm/s) was within these generating cells. The temperature within the generating cells was between -14°C and -7°C which would have favoured precipitation growth by the Bergeron-Findeisen process.

---

3 Here CAPE is calculated for every grid point in the entire 3D domain, based on the lifting of a parcel starting from that grid point. It is defined as the accumulated buoyant energy from the Level of Free Convection (LFC) to the equilibrium level.

4 The CAPE seen at much lower levels in Figure 11 appears not to have been realized.
Conclusions

We have shown that the heavy, disruptive snowfall that occurred in the UK across Wiltshire, Hampshire and NE Somerset on the morning of 1 February 2019 was associated with a mesoscale depression in the level of the tropopause which occurred above a low-level frontal zone. An upper-air disturbance that moved eastwards along the Channel coast evolved \textit{in-situ} over central-southern England, eventually forming a quasi-stationary, almost symmetric mesoscale vortex at the lowered tropopause. The development of the tropopause depression was clearly revealed by infra-red and water vapour satellite imagery showing the formation of the accompanying dry intrusion and cyclonic circulation. The tropopause depression was associated with the pivoting of slow-moving bands composed of areas of heavy snowfall, seen most clearly in radar imagery.

An analysis of a mesoscale model hindcast of the event showed that much of the precipitation growth occurred within shallow convective generating cells at heights between about 2.5 and 3 km. These fed sloping streamers of precipitation where the precipitation descended through the wind shear associated with the underlying frontal zone. The convection was associated with a shallow layer of CAPE above the frontal zone. The fact that the CAPE was very weak, in fact only marginally above zero, is consistent with an equilibrium being maintained between a dynamical mechanism creating the instability and its rapid release by the ongoing convection. According to Griffiths et al (2000), the upper-level potential vorticity anomaly associated with the tropopause depression could have provided the dynamical mechanism that was causing the convective destabilisation.

Performance of the operational ECMWF and GFS global models at predicting this event was rather poor at lead times exceeding 12 hours. The quality of the precipitation forecasts was better in those forecasts where the depth and columnar nature of the small tropopause depression were well represented. Future models will probably need to be able to represent such small dynamical features better if they are to generate realistic precipitation forecasts in these situations.
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**Figure Captions**

Figure 1: Snowfall in Bath on 1 February 2019. A level depth of 27 cm was reported by the photographer. (Source: Roger Stone/Twitter)

Figure 2: Met Office analysis (ASXX) valid 06 UTC 1 February 2019. (Crown copyright)

Figure 3: Network radar image for 12 UTC 1 February 2019 showing the area of snowfall over central-southern England. The location of Bath is indicated by the white ‘+’. The colour scale indicates the equivalent rainfall rate in mm/hr derived from the radar reflectivity. (Original data from Met Office/ BADC)

Figure 4: Enhanced infrared MSG imagery for (a) 00, (b) 04, (c) 08, (d) 12 UTC 1 February 2019. The red ‘X’ in each frame denotes the centre of the mesoscale cyclonic circulation that was distorting the pattern of upper-level cloud. The red box in (d) indicates the location of Figure 3. (Original data from EUMETSAT)

Figure 5: Enhanced MSG ‘airmass’ image for 1015 UTC 1 February 2019. Clouds are shaded white whilst dry air in the upper-mid troposphere is shaded red-orange. See text for annotations. (Original image from EUMETSAT)

Figure 6: Enhanced 6.2 micron water vapour (WV) imagery for (a) 2100, (b) 2230 UTC 31 January, (c) 0100, (d) 0230, (e) 0500 and (f) 1130 UTC 1 February 2019. Clouds are shaded yellow-green whilst dry air in the upper-mid troposphere is shaded blue, the driest and/or lowest-penetrating dry air being dark blue. The numbers plotted in these images relate to dry intrusions referred to in the text. (Original data EUMETSAT)

Figure 7: Tracings of two sub-areas of relatively warm pixels in the 6.2 micron WV imagery between 0600 and 1400 1 February 2019. The approximate area of heavy snowfall is shaded light blue.

Figure 8: Output from the ECMWF global model initialized at 12 UTC on 1 February. (a) Model analysis of the pressure of the PV2 surface at 12 UTC 1 February 2019, shaded 240-400 hPa / dark green - light green, 400-660 hPa / light orange- dark red, 660-680 hPa / magenta, >680 hPa / white. The label ‘839’ is explained in the text. (b) 6h forecast of equivalent rainfall accumulation for the period 12 to 18 UTC, shaded from 1-3 mm light green, 3-5 mm green, 5-10 mm dark green. Solid contours representing MSLP and 10-m wind barbs are also shown. The approximate area of the part of the mesoscale model domain shown in subsequent figures is indicated by the red box. (Original plots courtesy Icelandic Met Office/ ECMWF)
Figure 9: Three ECMWF global model forecasts, all valid at 12 UTC 1 February 2019. The left column shows the pressure of the PV2 surface from forecasts initialised at lead times of (a) 36, (c) 24 and (e) 12 hours. The annotated numbers indicate the pressure of the lowest level reached by the PV2 surface diagnosed in the model. The right column shows equivalent rainfall accumulation for the period 12 to 18 UTC forecast at similar lead times (b, d and f). Solid contours representing MSLP and 10-m wind barbs are also shown. The colour scales are as in Figure 8, plus light blue for totals of 10 to 15 mm. (Original plots courtesy Icelandic Met Office/ ECMWF)

Figure 10: Plan views of the area of snow obtained from the T+6h forecast from the mesoscale model valid at 12 UTC 1 February 2019, showing model reflectivity (dBZ, shaded according to the colour scale). Plan views are shown in (a) for 700 hPa and (b) for 950 hPa on an approximately 240x240 km sub-section of the mesoscale computational domain. The locations of the cross-sections in Figure 11(a,b) are indicated.

Figure 11: Cross-sections through the shallow area of snow along AA’ and BB’ in Figure 10(a,b). Model-derived reflectivity is shaded in colour as in Figure 10(a,b). Relative humidity is shaded in grey scale, with white indicating moist air and grey dry air. The thin black contours show potential temperature (K). The region centred near 800 hPa where these are closely packed corresponds to the low-level frontal zone. Two major precipitation streamers in each section, evident as maxima in the model reflectivity field, are indicated by the dashed lines. The thick solid contours enclose regions of weakly positive CAPE (just marginally >0).

Figure 12: Three-dimensional view of the snow streamers obtained from the T+6h forecast from the mesoscale model valid at 12 UTC 1 February 2019, showing a sub-set of the computational domain 4 km high and approximately 240X240 km across as viewed from the west. The 3D isosurface depicts a model reflectivity of 23 dBZ, corresponding to a moderate snowfall intensity and has been shaded according to vertical air velocity (see colour scale). Note the cellular and sloping nature of the streamers and the strong upward vertical velocities at their top between about 2.5 and 3 km consistent with the presence of shallow cells of upright convection at that level. The model reflectivity field at 100m above the surface is shaded in grey, showing the full extent of light surface precipitation. The coastlines of southern England and the Bristol Channel are indicated in green.
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